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What is scientific computing?

ENIAC: 1943
1953
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Scientific Computing in HEP: Getting from here…
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…to here

Figure 17: Reconstructed energy spectrum for the full Michel electron energy, including
energy associated to tagged photons. The performance of the reconstruction algorithm on
data and Monte Carlo events are compared. Error bars represent statistical uncertainties
for both data and simulation.

Both plots show a significant tail which extends beyond the end-point energy of Michel
electrons for both data and Monte Carlo. This is due to tagged electrons for which charge
from the stopping cosmic-ray muon is incorrectly included in the Michel energy, as well
as any possible accidental charge from nearby muons.

7 Conclusions
Low-energy electrons play an important role in many physics studies addressing neutrino

oscillations by using the LArTPC detector technology, and are a key ingredient to specific
studies, such as the search of neutrino interactions from supernova bursts. We attempted
to highlight the intricate nature of the propagation of such electrons in liquid argon and
presented studies illustrating the significant impact of energy lost to radiative photons on
the energy resolution.

The work presented here shows first results on Michel electron identification with the
MicroBooNE TPC employing a simple 2D reconstruction method. A sample of ~14,000
candidate Michel electrons was identified. The reconstructed energy spectrum when only
ionization energy deposition is accounted for peaks at ~20 MeV and shows a significant
energy deficit with respect to the true energy distribution. When we recover energy
released by radiative photons, the spectrum’s peak shifts to almost 30 MeV. While an
improvement, this still falls well below the true energy spectrum cuto� at ~50 MeV. This
work shows that we understand the performance of the MicroBooNE LArTPC as evidenced

– 23 –
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Reconstruction
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Reconstruction: LArSoft (MicroBooNE)
• LArSoft, developed at Fermilab, is a common code base for LAr neutrino 

detectors

• Used by MicroBooNE, SBND, ICARUS, DUNE

• Includes tools for both reconstruction and data analysis


Raw 1D-deconv.Noise-filter 2D-deconv.
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Reconstruction: CMS

Oliver Gutsche I WSC16 | Simulations at the LHC 12. December 2016

Event Reconstruction
▪ Reconstruct 

particles from their 
detector signals 

๏ Same for recorded and 
simulated events 

๏ Difference:  
• Simulation can connect 

the original particle to 
the reconstructed 
particle ➜ You know the 
particle type and its 
kinematics. 
• This connection does 

not exit for recorded 
events

28
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Simulation
• Simulated events are crucial to science at 

HEP experiments

• Rely on Monte Carlo Simulation to 

produce these events

• Event generators simulate the underlying 

particle interaction of interest

• Resulting interaction event is then fed to a 

detector simulator

• Consider the material and geometry of 

every part of the detector

• Simulate how particles from interaction 

and decay would propagate

• Most detector simulations use GEANT


• Also used in nuclear and accelerator 
physics as well as medical and space 
science

Oliver Gutsche I WSC16 | Simulations at the LHC 12. December 2016

Detector Signal Simulation

▪ Geant simulates the energy 
deposition of particles 
transversing the detector 
components 

▪ Custom code converts the 
energy depositions into 
electrical signals 
๏ Simulating what an electrical signal 

of a detector component would look 
like if a particle passes through it

27
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Analysis
• Getting from data events of interest to 

plots, tables, and numbers

• This is the computing step nearly all 

HEP experimentalists are familiar with

• Common tools are needed


• Mathematical functions

• Statistical analysis

• Plotting/histogramming


• Nearly all HEP experiments use the 
ROOT framework

• Developed by CERN and Fermilab

• C++ (object oriented)

• Couples with code written in other 

languages (e.g. Python)

• https://pos.sissa.it/093/002/pdf

MicroBoone
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Hardware (CPUs, Storage and Networks)
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CPU
• Reconstruction and simulation of events 

are biggest CPU drivers 
• Such computing is “pleasantly parallel” 


• Processing one event is completely 
independent of processing any other


• Relatively short processing times but 
many events and growing complexity 


• CMS - typical collider experiment  
• ~30 s/event (~30x more in a decade!)

• ~billions events (simulated+collision)/

month

• MicroBooNE - liquid Argon (LAr) neutrino 

experiment 
• ~1-2 min/event

• ~million events (simulated+beam)/month

• 1 event in DUNE will have ~50x more 

channels (!) NuMI DATA: RUN 10811, EVENT 2549. APRIL 9, 2017.

wire
%m

e
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Divide et Impera

16

• Split the complex problem

• Solve the parts (jobs)

• Get the overall solution
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Divide et Impera

17

• Split the complex problem

• Solve the parts (jobs)

• Get the overall solution


Get it fast!
High Throughput Computing 
(HTC)
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Divide et Impera: 1 Billion Events
• Use one computer for the CMS events? 


• CPU: Central Processing Unit  
(typically whole chip)

• Between 2 and 64 individual cores 
• Each core can process one instruction at a time 

• Use your friends’ computers as well 

• To get 1B events in one month, we require 1,440 

8-core computers

• We are almost there with the friends!


• Your software and data would need to get to 
each of those computers


• You’d need to collect output from each 

• And you’d need user accounts on all of them


• Need to find an easier way to get from  
one computer to many!

Oliver Gutsche I Software, Computing & Analysis - CMS DAS January 2017 09. January 2017

From Batch Systems to the GRID

▪ The GRID is all about authentication 

▪ Early times: several individual computers  
๏ User had to login to every single machine and start 

application 
๏ User accounts on all machines 

▪ Batch system 
๏ Work queue 
๏ system that starts work on free machine ➜ user does not 

have to login to every single machine anymore 
๏ User account needs to be known to every machine in the 

cluster

15

Batch system

Oliver Gutsche I Software, Computing & Analysis - CMS DAS January 2017 09. January 2017

From Batch Systems to the GRID

▪ The GRID is all about authentication 

▪ Early times: several individual computers  
๏ User had to login to every single machine and start 

application 
๏ User accounts on all machines 

▪ Batch system 
๏ Work queue 
๏ system that starts work on free machine ➜ user does not 

have to login to every single machine anymore 
๏ User account needs to be known to every machine in the 

cluster

15

Batch system

30s/8 cores*1B events ~120 years 
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Divide et Impera: batch systems
• Batch systems 


• Single entry point (queue for many users)

• Jobs to any available slot 

• Output from each job handled in the same 

way 

• Batch system can handle user authentication 

on each individual computer

Oliver Gutsche I Software, Computing & Analysis - CMS DAS January 2017 09. January 2017

From Batch Systems to the GRID

▪ The GRID is all about authentication 

▪ Early times: several individual computers  
๏ User had to login to every single machine and start 

application 
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▪ Batch system 
๏ Work queue 
๏ system that starts work on free machine ➜ user does not 

have to login to every single machine anymore 
๏ User account needs to be known to every machine in the 
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15

Batch system

Some batch systems at Fermilab:

Fermigrid (~20k CPU cores)

US CMS Tier1 (~20k CPU cores)

CMS LPC (~5k CPU cores) 30s/20,000 cores*1B events ~17 days 
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Inside a Data Center: Computing Racks

Hot and Cold rows

Limited by power and cooling

GCC has a power capacity of ~ 2.5 
Megawatts 

20

Rack-mounted units "pizza boxes"

dual multi-core processors, large amount 
of memory, system and small local disk

Newest units with 64-core processors, 
256 GB of memory, 100 Gb/s network 
All running Linux! 
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The Two Fermilab Data Centers 

Two “logical” data centers (FCC2, FCC3)

High Availability, each has own 

generator / UPS system

Each a “corner” of a redundant network

21

Feynman Computing Center (FCC)

GRID Computing Center (GCC)
Two “logical” data centers:

•Room A, Tape Room, Network Room A

•Rooms B, C, Network Room B

“Lights out” facility, with UPS systems,  
only good for minutes

Each a “corner” of a redundant network
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Divide et Impera: the Grid
• Many batch systems accessible from one 

point: a computing grid 
• grid sites (batch systems) from universities 

and labs across the world into one grid

• Distributed high-throughput computing 

(DHTC) 
• Analogy: utility grids


• Delegated and Federated Trust Model

• Use tokens (JWT) or grid certificates 

(x509) and Virtual Organization (VO) 

• A certificate is an encrypted “signature” 

that verifies you belong to an organization 
(e.g., a collaboration like NOvA)


• Each site decides which VOs to trust 

Oliver Gutsche I Software, Computing & Analysis - CMS DAS January 2017 09. January 2017

From Batch Systems to the GRID
▪ GRID: interconnected batch systems 

๏ Problem: Synchronizing all user accounts to all sites not feasible 

▪ Authentication: GRID certificates 
๏ Your GRID certificate is used to sign your jobs and all other 

GRID accesses 
๏ For security reasons, we use short term proxies of certificate 
• When a certificate gets compromised, it is only valid for a short 

period of time 

▪ Virtual Organization 
๏ To identify different groups of users (for example different LHC 

experiments), we use virtual organizations (VOs) 
๏ CMS is a virtual organization 
๏ This is the reason why you need to create your proxy using  
• voms-proxy-init -voms cms

16
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Overlapping grids

Oliver Gutsche I Software, Computing & Analysis - CMS DAS January 2017 09. January 2017

CMS Computing Resources

▪ CMS is using over 70 computing centers world-wide 
▪Why don’t we have one massive center at CERN?

13

CMS Global Computing Grid

120+ sites, 2M+ CPU cores
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Divide et Impera: the Cloud
• And when you still don't have enough, then 

you can rent it 
• Commercial Clouds like AWS (Amazon), 

GCE (Google) and Azure (Microsoft) can 
rent you a seemly endless amount of 
computing power


• Elastic computing: expands at will 


• Problem: irregular use pattern

• Solution: burst-out by renting resources on 

the Cloud for peak usage


• More expensive than local resources 

• Difficult to justify non-capital expenditures

24
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High Performance Computing
• Much scientific computing outside of 

experimental HEP is not “pleasantly 
parallel”


• Better platform: High Performance 
Computing (HPC)

• Batch systems where individual 

computers are interconnected via 
high-speed links 


• Large HPC systems are often called 
“supercomputers”


• Fermilab has 5 HPC clusters

• Total of 18.5k CPU cores

• Used for Lattice QCD calculations, 

accelerator modeling, large-scale 
astrophysical simulations and testing


• Used also for event processing by 
splitting it into pieces

Aurora@Argonne: 20k CPUs 60k GPUs,  
10PB memory, 2 DP exaflops

25
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Simplify access: Pilot jobs

26

• Late binding

• Separation of tasks


• Pilot jobs

• Test

• Set up

• Wait in the queue


• User jobs

• Science


• A Factory will submit pilot jobs for you

• Use resources as available (pressure)

• Separation of knowledge
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Putting it all together: GlideinWMS
• The Glidein Workload Management System is 

a pilot based resource provisioning tool for 
Distributed High Throughput Computing

• Provides reliable and uniform virtual 

clusters, the global pool 

• Submits Glideins to unreliable 

heterogeneous resources


• Knows "how to talk" to all the different 
systems


• Multiple Frontends and Factories work 
together to provide High Availability


• Used by: CMS, DUNE, FIFE, OSG,  
(POMS, Jobsub, OSG-Connect)

Frontend

Factory

Job 
Queue

Worker

Worker

Worker

Worker

Glidein

Glidein

Cluster

AWS

CE

Glidein

Glidein
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HEPCloud
• Making it all possible from one place: 

HEPCloud

• Unified interface to Grid, Cloud, and 

HPC resources

• Currently used mainly to run CMS 

workflows on NERSC supercomputers


• Optimized bidding for AWS spot 
pricing


• Better handling of heterogeneous 
resources (GPUs, QPUs)


• In 2021 doubled CMS Tier 1 capacity 
using NERSC and other facilities, 
160M CoreHrs


• Simulated 1 billion events in 48 hours 

• HEPCloud provides a unified interface to grid, cloud and HPC resources
• Pilot project to explore feasibility, capability of HEPCloud
– Goal of moving into production during FY18

HEPCloud: the Evolved Facility

6/8/17 James Amundson | Computing at Fermilab16

Grid Cloud HPC

Trust	Federation Economic	Model Grant	Allocation

▪ Community	Clouds	- Similar	
trust	federation	to	Grids

▪ Commercial	Clouds	- Pay-As-
You-Gomodel
๏ Strongly	accounted
๏ Near-infinite	capacity	� Elasticity
๏ Spot	price	market

▪ Researchers	granted	access	 to	
HPC	installations

▪ Peer	review	committees	award	
Allocations
๏ Awards	model	designed	for	individual	PIs	rather	than	
large	collaborations

• Virtual Organizations (VOs) 
of users trusted by Grid sites

• VOs get allocations �
Pledges
–Unused allocations: opportunistic resources

“Things	you	rent”“Things	you	borrow” “Things	you	are	given”

28
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Storage: understanding units

29
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Storage: understanding units

30

Scienti
fic data sto

red at Fer
milab = 

380 PB!
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Storage: tape
• Primary storage medium for scientific data at 

Fermilab: magnetic tape

• Still the most efficient way to store petabytes 

of data if:

• Not all of it is accessed at the same time

• Access patterns are fairly linear

• Sufficient disk for staging


• Fermilab has seven robotic tape libraries

• Each library can hold up to 10,000 tapes


• Current tapes hold ~12TB of data each  
(1km of tape!)


• Total active on tape: 300 PB

• CMS, 89.69

• NOVA, 53.65

• uBoone, 28.48

• gm2, 17.51

• DUNE,  15.06


31
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Storage: tape libraries
• 9000 to 10000 tapes per library

• A few dozen drives

• Fire suppression system

32
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Storage: disk
• ~80PB of disk (hard drive) storage


• Most used as staging area from tape

• Disks are organized into pools

• Software allows collections of pools to appear to 

a user as a single storage device

• Fermilab uses a system called “dCache”

• In a typical week, data throughput in the 

Fermilab dCache pools average 30GB/s

Oliver Gutsche I Software, Computing & Analysis - CMS DAS January 2017 09. January 2017

Disk
▪ Access to a lot of data from a lot of CPUs is provided 

through disk systems 
๏ Harddrive ➜ Diskpool ➜ Storage Systems 

▪ We operate massive installations of many Petabytes that 
look like a single hard drive to the user 
๏ Storage systems handle access, provide replication 
๏ Access is not like you access as file on your harddrive (POSIX) but 

through special protocols (scaling reasons) 
๏ Using community systems like dCache, EOS but also industry systems 

like HDFS from Apache Hadoop

21

Harddrive

Diskpool

Storage 
System

FNAL dCache
30 GB/s
(240 Gbps)
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Networking: Local Networks

34
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Networking: Wide Area Networks
• Distributed computing requires 

fast and reliable networks

• Dedicated fiber optic links 

(typically 100 Gbps) connect 
experiments and major labs


• e.g. ESNet at national labs, 
GÉANT in Europe


• Dedicated LHC links connect 
these together (LHCONE, 
LHCOPN)

35
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Networking

Dragons

36



The Future
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Explosion of data and ever-growing need for CPU
• HL-LHC, DUNE, LSST, SKA will produce 

up to exabytes of data per year

• More than one order of magnitude above 

current dataset sizes 


• And more complex data to allow 
precision measurements


• Growing dataset size and event 
complexity = more computing!

• If we scale current algorithms, the 

CPU needs of LHC experiments will 
grow by a factor of 30 in a decade


• Similar issues faced by newer, bigger 
LAr experiments such as DUNE

Figure 1. CPU time per event
versus instantaneous luminosity,
for both full reconstruction and
the dominant tracking portion.
Simulated data with pile-up of
25 primary interactions per
event (PU25) corresponds to the
data taken during 2012, while
pile-up of 140 (PU140)
corresponds to the low end of
estimates for the HL-LHC era.

as Intels Xeon Phi and NVIDIA general-purpose graphics processing units (GPGPUs). In this
investigation we have followed a staged approach, starting with Intel Xeon and Xeon Phi Knights
Corner (KNC) architectures, an idealized detector geometry, and a series of simpler “warm-up”
exercises such as track fitting. This simplified problem domain was used to develop our tools,
techniques, and understanding of the issues scaling track finding to many cores. The warm-up
exercises let us develop useful components while also allowing the physicists to become familiar
with the computational tools and techniques, while the computational experts learned about the
problem domain. Armed with the results of those initial investigations, we are now addressing
more realistic detector geometries and event content, as well as adding new platforms. This
paper gives an overview of our progress to date and assesses the e↵ectiveness of our staged
approach.

2. Kalman Filter Tracking

Our targets for parallel processing are track reconstruction and fitting algorithms based on the
Kalman Filter [3] (KF). KF-based tracking algorithms are widely used to incorporate estimates
of multiple scattering directly into the trajectory of the particle. Other algorithms, such as
Hough Transforms and Cellular Automata [4][5], are more naturally parallelized. However,
these are not the main algorithms in use at the LHC today. The LHC experiments have an
extensive understanding of the physics performance of KF algorithms; they have proven to be
robust and perform well in the di�cult experimental environment of the LHC.

KF tracking proceeds in three main stages: seeding, building, and fitting. Seeding provides
the initial estimate of the track parameters based on a few hits in the innermost regions of the
detector; seeding is currently out of scope for our project. Track building projects the track
candidate outwards to collect additional hits, using the KF to estimate which hits represent the
most likely continuation of the track candidate. Track building is the most time consuming step,
as it requires branching to explore multiple candidate tracks per seed after finding compatible
hits on a given layer. When a complete track has been reconstructed, a final fit using the KF is
performed to provide the best estimate of the track’s parameters.

To take full advantage of parallel architectures, we need to exploit two types of parallelism:
vectorization and parallelization. Vector operations perform a single instruction on multiple data
(SIMD) at the same time, in lockstep. In tracking, branching to explore multiple candidates per

Run II 
(Now)

HL-LHC 
(~2026)
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Moore’s Law probably won’t help

To take advantage of these:

We need to rewrite a 
lot of software! 

• Moore’s Law: Number of transistors on a chip doubles every 2 years

• That’s still true, but single-thread performance has stopped increasing 

• Instead, number of cores is now dramatically increasing 

Intel Many Integrate Core (MIC) CPU

NVIDIA GPU

39
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What about supercomputers?

System attributes NERSC
Now

OLCF
Now ALCF Now NERSC Upgrade OLCF Upgrade ALCF Upgrades

Name
Planned Installation Edison TITAN MIRA Theta

2016
Cori
2016

Summit
2017-2018

Aurora
2018-2019

System peak (PF) 2.6 27 10 >8.5 > 30 200 180 

Peak Power (MW) 2 9 4.8 1.7 < 3.7 13.3 13

Total system memory 357 TB 710TB 768TB

>480 TB 
DDR4 + High 

Bandwidth 
Memory 
(HBM)

~1 PB DDR4 +
High Bandwidth 

Memory 
(HBM)+1.5PB 

persistent memory 

> 2.4 PB DDR4 + 
HBM + 3.7 PB 

persistent 
memory

> 7 PB High 
Bandwidth On-

Package Memory 
Local Memory and 
Persistent Memory

Node performance 
(TF) 0.460 1.452 0.204 > 3 > 3 > 40 > 17 times Mira

Node processors Intel Ivy 
Bridge 

AMD 
Opteron
Nvidia
Kepler  

64-bit 
PowerP

C A2

Intel Knights 
Landing Xeon 

Phi many 
core CPUs

Intel Knights 
Landing  many core 

CPUs 
Intel Haswell CPU 

in data partition

Multiple IBM 
Power9 CPUs &
multiple Nvidia
Voltas GPUS

Knights Hill Xeon
Phi many core 

CPUs  

System size (nodes) 5,600 
nodes

18,688
nodes 49,152 >2,500 nodes

9,300 nodes
1,900 nodes in data 

partition
~4,600 nodes >50,000 nodes

System Interconnect Aries Gemini 5D 
Torus Aries Aries Dual Rail EDR-IB

2nd Generation Intel 
Omni-Path 

Architecture

File System
7.6 PB

168 GB/s,
Lustre®

32 PB
1 TB/s,
Lustre®

26 PB
300 
GB/s 

GPFS™

10PB, 210 
GB/s Lustre 

initial

28 PB
744 GB/s 
Lustre®

120 PB
1 TB/s
GPFS™

150 PB
1 TB/s
Lustre®

ASCR  Computing Upgrades At a Glance

PF = 1015 FLOPs

PF = petaflops, floating 
point operations per 

second 

1,000 PF = 1 exaflops 

“Excascale” 

http://exascaleproject.org/

*

*Advanced Scientific Computing Research 
(Dept. of Energy)

System attributes NERSC 
Now

OLCF 
Now

ALCF 
Now

NERSC 
Upgrade

ALCF 
Upgrade

OLCF 
Upgrade

ALCF 
Upgrade

Name Cori Summit Theta Perlmutter Polaris Frontier Aurora
Installation 

(planned or actual)
2016 2018 2017 2021 2021 2021-2 2022-3

System peak (PF) 30 200 12 >120 35-45 1500 > 1000

Peak Power (MW) 3.7 10 <2.1 6 <2 29 60

This is the hard part - getting the computing power 
without melting the building.
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Commercial cloud computing (>> HEP computing)
• Total spending on cloud computing is now > $200 billion per year

• Many huge companies (Netflix, for example)  don’t buy their own clusters but 

rely entirely on cloud computing 

• HEP experiments are using these resources as well

41

https://www.infoworld.com/article/3639017/cloud-costs-a-lot-of-money.html
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Analysis techniques: tools from industry
• HEP experiments were some of the first cases where people had to deal with 

analyzing really big datasets

• Had to develop our own tools to get the science done (ROOT, for example)


• Not true anymore. Basically every big company you can think of has huge 
amounts of data at their fingertips

• Many tools of been developed outside labs and universities to help store, 

process, and analyze all this data


• Fermilab’s approach for CMS analysis is COFFEA (the COmpact  
Framework for Elaborate Algorithms)

• Instead of a for loop over events, use array programming expressions to 

process many events simultaneously

• Uses Apache Spark and tools from the scientific python “ecosystem” 

based on numpy

42
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Analysis techniques: Machine Learning

• Machine Learning is a very good fit for 
heterogeneous computing


• ML is function approximation

• Maps inputs to outputs by optimizing 

weights 

• Deep Learning uses Neural Networks with many 

hidden layers to derive features from inputs  
(the Neural Networks Zoo)


• More neurons --> more multiplications, weights

• Training: optimizing weights to improve 

function approximation

• Inference: applying optimized function to 

new data to make predictions

• Used in HEP and Astrophysics since the turn of 

the century

• Fermilab Artificial Intelligence Project

43

…provide Opportunities
• Not just more data: more complex data

• New discoveries rely on precision measurements

• Need to:

¾ Extract more information to separate very small 
signals from very large backgrounds

¾ Operate instruments at cutting edge performance 
for next-gen experiments to succeed

54th Annual Users Meeting Kevin Pedro 5

• Augment CPUs with new 
processors: GPUs, FPGAs, & more

• Deep learning is a natural fit for 
these devices

o Collaborate with industry and 
open-source communities

CMS HGCal simulation,
200 simultaneous pp collisions

…provide Opportunities
• Not just more data: more complex data

• New discoveries rely on precision measurements

• Need to:

¾ Extract more information to separate very small 
signals from very large backgrounds

¾ Operate instruments at cutting edge performance 
for next-gen experiments to succeed

54th Annual Users Meeting Kevin Pedro 5

• Augment CPUs with new 
processors: GPUs, FPGAs, & more

• Deep learning is a natural fit for 
these devices

o Collaborate with industry and 
open-source communities

CMS HGCal simulation,
200 simultaneous pp collisions
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AI at Fermilab
• DeepShadows: (arXiv:2011.12437) 


• Convolutional NN to distinguish Low Surface 
Brightness Galaxies from artifacts in DES data 


• 92% accuracy, vs. ~80% accuracy for simpler 
ML methods 


• Graph NN for unsupervised optimization of 
telescope time: pick best galaxies to observe 

• Outperforms conventional strategies


• Dynamic Reduction Network (arXiv:2003.08013) 

• Learn best graph of inputs & use it for regression 

• Improve electron resolution by 10% (vs. state of 

the art)

• Work in progress: apply to missing energy 


• Semi-supervised Graph NN to reject pileup:  
trained on charged particles → can use data! 

• Significantly improves on classical algorithm 


• See K.Pedro, AI at Fermilab, for more
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arXiv:2004.10710

• ML uncertainty quantification 
methods don’t reproduce analytic 
results; Deep Ensembles better than 
Concrete Dropout, Bayesian NNs

arXiv:2106.11315

arXiv:2105.10524

• Left: CNN detects ~10×
more DES images w/ 
ghosting/scattering vs. 
ray-tracing approach

• Right: CNN 95% accurate 
in removal of false 
detections in multi-
messenger events
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• Graph NN for unsupervised optimization
of telescope time: pick best galaxies to observe

• Outperforms conventional strategies

arXiv:2106.09761
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DeepShadows:
(arXiv:2011.12437)
• Convolutional NN

to distinguish
Low Surface
Brightness Galaxies
from artifacts in DES data

• 92% accuracy, vs. ~80% accuracy for simpler ML methods

DeepMerge II:
(arXiv:2103.01373)
• Goal: identify galaxy mergers
• Domain adaptation (bottom) to 

train CNN on simulation (left) 
and apply to data (right) with 
similar performance (vs. w/o 
domain adaptation, middle)

merger

non-merger

merger

non-merger

true merger
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• Semi-supervised 
Graph NN to reject 
pileup: trained on 
charged particles → 
can use data!

• Significantly 
improves on classical 
algorithm

BOOST 2021
PU = 140

PU = 140

DPF 2021
• Dynamic Reduction Network (arXiv:2003.08013)

¾ Learn best graph of inputs & use it for regression

• Improve electron resolution by 10%
(vs. state of the art)

• Work in progress: apply to missing energy
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Conclusions
• The complexity of HEP experiments doesn’t stop with the detectors

• Scientific computing permeates every aspect of how we do physics at 

Fermilab


• There are challenges ahead

•  Many that you could help solve!


• Thanks to all those who helped with content 
• Especially: Bo Jayatilaka, Allison Hall, Kevin Pedro, Lorena Lobato, Dmitry 

Litvintsev, Sophie Berkman, Oliver Gutsche, Ken Herner, Burt Holzman, 
Michael Kirby, Anne Schukraft, Erica Snider, Alexander Radovic, Stuart 
Fuess

Questions?
http://computing.fnal.gov
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